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Resource Sharing Committee 
Agenda 

Wednesday, July 31, 2019 
1:00 p.m. (or immediately following the end of the Delegates Assembly 

Meeting) 
Ready Access Conference Call, call 800-747-5150,  

Access code 6234314# 
 
1. Call to order, welcome and introductions  

2. Introduction of Visitors and Public Comments 

3. Review agenda for additions/changes  

4. Approval of minutes of April 24, 2019 meeting 

5. Discussion, Resource Sharing Summit  

6. Discussion, Resource Sharing policy review 

7. Update on TMQ OCLC holdings project and associated working group of the RAILS 

Consortia Committee 

8. Public comments 

9. Adjournment  
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Resource Sharing Committee 
Minutes 

Wednesday, April 24, 2019 
1:00 p.m. (or immediately following the end of the Delegates Assembly 

Meeting) 
Ready Access Conference Call, call 800-747-5150,  

Access code 6234314# 
 
1. Call to order, welcome and introductions  

Ruhnke (Chair-PU) called the meeting to order at 1:03 pm  
Present: Amanda Augsburger (PrairieCat), Magda Bonny (PrairieCat), Kim 
Brozovich (RP), Carolyn Coulter (PrairieCat), Debbie Griggs (TC), Judy 
Hutchinson (RAILS/ PrairieCat), Melissa Landis (PrairieCat), Pennie Miller (PP), 
Emily Porter (BY), Charm Ruhnke (Chair-PU), Cristy Stupegia (LS),  
 
Present on the phone: Elizabeth Smith (PrairieCat) 
 
Absent: Lynne Noffke (LI), Dana Fine (PR), Sandy Tedder (RAILS/ PrairieCat) 
 

2. Introduction of Visitors and Public Comments 
Teri Schwenneker from River Valley District Library and Mary Jean Hauger from 
Richard A. Mautino Memorial Library were visitors at the meeting.   
There were no public comments. 
 

3. Review agenda for additions/changes  
There were no revisions. 
 
Motion #1:  Stupegia (LS) moved and Miller (PP) seconded to approve 
consent agenda as presented.  There was no discussion on the motion.  
Motion carries by vocal affirmation.  

 
4. Approval of minutes of November 7, 2018 meeting 

 
Motion #2:  Stupegia (LS) moved and Brozovich (RP) seconded to 
approve the November 7, 2018 meeting minutes as presented.  There 
was no discussion on the motion.  Motion carries by vocal affirmation.  

 
5. Discussion and recommendation, “the List” of materials excluded from loan rules 

 
In the packet on page 7 is the list of exemptions. Ruhnke (PU) asked if any 
members had any questions. Stupegia (LS) said the list is clear. This list would 
be recommended to Administrative Council.  
 
Motion #3:  Stupegia (LS) moved and Griggs (TC) seconded to 
recommend the Resource Sharing Exemption list to Administrative 
Council for adoption in the General Policy Manual as presented. Motion 
carries by vocal affirmation.  
 



 

Discussion: Ruhnke (PU) clarified that, once approved, this item will be not 
discussed by the Resource Sharing Committee for at least 12 months. Coulter 
(PrairieCat) said this list will need to be added to the General Policy Manual, 
which is approved by Administrative Council and simply needs to be presented to 
Delegates Assembly.  
 
Next Steps: Coulter (PrairieCat) will bring this item to the Administrative Council 
for adoption in the GPM.  

 
6. Discussion, Z39.50 access and use of MARC records by outside entities 

 
Coulter (PrairieCat) is recommending that PrairieCat allow access on the Z39.50 
for MARC records. Most libraries have an open Z39 server so other libraries can 
use their records. Thousands of libraries allow this. PrairieCat has locked the Z39 
server down. Historically, if a record was an OCLC record then a library would 
need to be an OCLC member. Coulter reached out to Kendall Orison who sits on 
the OCLC board, and he said that was a non-issue now.  
 
A naval librarian in Florida reached out to Coulter (PrairieCat) to request access 
because the librarian thinks the PrairieCat data is very clean and wanted to use 
the records. Coulter recommends that PrairieCat open access to the Z39.50 
server. Stupegia (LS) clarified that access would be a read only. Coulter did add 
that any time data is put online it opens it up to corruption, but she has never 
heard of that happening with Z39.  
 
Miller (PP) asked if the public would have to request access, or if they can just 
find it and get access. Coulter said some handle it by publishing it online or the 
public have to request access. Miller said we should clarify the level of access and 
how to access. Coulter said she would be more comfortable posting access 
information on the public side to the support site.  
 
Motion #4:  Porter (BY) moved and Miller (PP) seconded to recommend 
to Administrative Council open access to the Z39 server with access 
information posted on the PrairieCat support site. Motion carries by 
vocal affirmation.  

 
Next Steps: Coulter (PrairieCat) will bring this item to the Administrative 
Council.  
 

7. Discussion, Resource Sharing Summit questions for 2019 
 
Coulter (PrairieCat) and Ruhnke (PU) have a conference call with Amanda 
Standerfer this week to finalize the questions for discussion at the Resource 
Sharing Summit.   
 
Topic: Collection Management and Weeding.  
Slanicky (PrairieCat) said there are a lot old records in the database regarding 
outdated travel, medical, computer materials. Slanicky said if a patron browses 
the database many Union List member materials are in there and outdated. 
Slanicky viewed this as a tool to help members build their collection and to make 
accurate information available to patrons. Many members do use collection 
management appropriately.  
 



 

Porter (BY) commented she would like to create a list of materials from 
publication date. She agrees with the topic suggestion, but it is not an easy 
process to find materials by publication date. Landis (PrairieCat) and Hutchinson 
(PrairieCat) commented the serials records are outdated. Ruhnke (PU) suggested 
PrairieCat staff run Create Lists with that information and send to libraries to help 
keep the database up to date.  
 
The committee concluded the topic of weeding and collection management may 
be more appropriate for PUG Day rather than the Resource Sharing Summit. 
PrairieCat staff can create standards and offer more information at PUG Day.  
 
Stupegia (LS) said we had a “hot topic” in past years. This year we do not really 
have a burning issue.  
 
Topic: Training 
Coulter (PrairieCat) said perhaps we have a training focus group. Augsburger 
(PrairieCat) said something the Training Committee has struggled with is that the 
Committee discusses a lot of ideas, but they are hard to implement. Augsburger 
said it would be helpful to have some more specific training guidelines for 
training. What are PrairieCat training goals? Can the Training Committee meet 
those goals? Is it time for the Training Committee to disband? Augsburger said 
the Training Committee said the Committee tasks seems to overlap with some 
other committees such as the Circulation.  
 
Ruhnke (PU) said the results from the Summit should come back to the Resource 
Sharing Committee then give priorities back to the Training Committee.  

 
Topic: Resource Sharing Vision 
Ruhnke (PU) said is reviewing the Resource Sharing policy and vision something 
we want to review at the Summit? Porter (BY) said perhaps we need to evaluate 
the goals and vision of the Training Committee, too. Ruhnke said do we have one 
question focused on Resource Sharing Committee and one on Training 
Committee?  
 
Hutchinson (PrairieCat) said perhaps it is time to review the Committee structure 
again and to clarify functions of each committee. Porter (BY) added perhaps we 
should refer to the Strategic Plan because some of these goals for committees 
are already outlined. Ruhnke (PU) suggested having an introduction on each 
committee in the newsletter. Then the Administrative Council can review the 
Committee structure, but it is not the charge of the Resource Sharing Committee. 
Perhaps representatives from each committee would meet to discuss the 
structure.  
 
Porter (BY) said the summit should be about the vision and goals for the 
committees. The structure can be reviewed by the Administrative Council once 
the function of the committees are clarified.  
 
Griggs (TC) said is there enough time to publicize this for next month? Stupegia 
(LS) asked are we talking about reviewing all committee charges or just Resource 
Sharing.  
 
Coulter (PrairieCat) said she agrees all the committees need to be reviewed, but 
resource sharing is the goal of our organization. Miller (PP) said unless you are on 



 

a committee, how do you really know what other committees do. We would need 
representation from each committee in order to really discuss what the direction 
of the committees should be.  
 
Coulter (PrairieCat) said perhaps the Resource Sharing Committee needs to 
review the vision statement and create a charge. Coulter added then do a short 
focus group on training. Augsburger (PrairieCat) said if we discuss the barcode 
test during the training portion that would be appealing to members. Ruhnke 
(PU) said the barcode test is polarizing, and we need to know why members feel 
that way about it. Augsburger said the barcode test is not supposed to be a test, 
it is the end of member training after they have gone through training. How do 
we not make it a problem for members but still keep our standards. Coulter 
(PrairieCat) said PrairieCat staff did a structured brainstorming and came up with 
two pathways for training - one for public services and one for technical services. 
Perhaps we present those ideas to the membership to see if it would useful to the 
membership.  
 
Slanicky (PrairieCat) said 705 have attempted to take the barcode test and we 
have had a 62% pass rate on first attempt. The importance of the barcode test is 
important for the end user of the catalog. The barcode testing has staff 
demonstrating attaching items to volume records. Unlinked items on a volume 
records goes to a title record which is never filled. The end purpose of the 
barcode test is to improve public service.  
 
Ruhnke (PU) said do we want to hold a summit in May? Stupegia (LS) and Porter 
(BY) said no, they do not think we have time to prepare properly. Coulter 
(PrairieCat) said she feels we are just forcing it. Brozovich (RP) said she thinks it 
would be just as useful for the Committees to work together on their charge, 
then survey the membership. Miller (PP) agreed some of these questions need to 
be asked on the committee level first. Perhaps the committees do some 
presentations on committee functions at Delegates.  
 
Next Steps: Ruhnke (PU) said at this time, we will postpone the Resource 
Sharing Summit. Coulter (PrairieCat) suggested we could do a facilitated 
discussion for the Committees instead. Ruhnke and Coulter will discuss this 
suggestion with Standerfer. Perhaps these focus groups could be hosted in July 
or August instead.  

 
8. Discussion, Resource Sharing policy review 

Ruhnke (PU) said the Resource Sharing Policy review will be postponed until the 
next meeting. 
 

9. Public comments 
 
There were no public comments.  
 

10. Adjournment  



Project X Update 
Prepared for: Exposing Consortial Holdings Work Group 

July 9, 2019 

Formation and Participation of Group 
During the LLSAP Staff Retreat last November, a group of LLSAP Cataloging Managers gathered for a 
round table discussion to address the impending demise of TMQ and their OSMOSIS service for updating 
OCLC Holdings in WorldCat. The Illinois statewide catalog as represented in WorldCat 
(https://illinois.on.worldcat.org) depends on these consortia holding updates. Our libraries who lend 
materials through WorldCat need their holdings reflected—and the consortia holdings reflected-- so 
that they can be good resource sharing stewards throughout Illinois and beyond. Many of our libraries 
lend materials throughout the US and some even outside of the country. This reciprocity of lending is a 
cornerstone to resource sharing and expands the horizons of resource availability for our libraries’ 
patrons. 

Since December 2018, our ad-hoc group has met 8 times and hosted a collaborative meeting with OCLC 
staff on WorldCat holdings update through data sync processing. Our group includes representatives 
from the following organizations: 

• CMC – Cataloging Maintenance Center
• RAILS
• ISL (TMQ contract extension and support)
• CCS
• Pinnacle
• PrairieCat
• RSA
• SHARE – Illinois Heartland
• SWAN

In addition, information has been shared with CARLI regarding development of the tool and they are 
interested as we continue to pursue a consortium-level tool for holdings management.  

OCLC Group Symbols Clean-Up 
One of the housekeeping chores that is critical for the success of maintaining OCLC holdings is ongoing 
maintenance of libraries within our respective groups and their association with our specific group OCLC 
symbols. Unfortunately, when system mergers happened nearly a decade ago, shortly behind the 
realignment of OCLC regional support centers, Illinois OCLC group symbol management fell by the 
wayside. The ad hoc group has also taken on responsibility to audit and reconcile OCLC group symbols 
within Illinois.  Symbols have also not been updated in L2 and the LLSAPs are auditing this information. 

Through proper association of library OCLC symbol within their consortium group, OCLC tools and 
applications can be effectively configured and used to support individual library, consortium-level, 
Illinois, and worldwide scoping of holdings. This facilitates effective resource sharing and enables 
libraries to configure patron-initiated requests, routed to the WorldShare ILL request queue or 
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submitted as direct requests, if desired. Without holdings management, symbol management, and 
consistent configuration guidelines, these services are unused.   

Project X Development – What’s Next 
The group has now reached the point where the rubber meets the road. We have outlined design 
specifications and are ready to begin development of the tool. The goal is to provide an open source 
platform that can be used throughout Illinois, and eventually expanded to other libraries and 
consortium outside of our group of Illinois LLSAPs.  

Scott Brandwein, SWAN Bibliographic Services Manager will be leading the development team. Progress 
and testing assignments will be shared with LLSAP Cataloging Managers as work progresses. Our LLSAP 
Cataloging Managers group will be meeting bi-monthly, and as needed, moving forward. A session with 
OCLC staff responsible for data sync collections and our LLSAP Cataloging Managers is planned for 
September to review collection configuration, translation tables, and file management.  

Project X Design Specifications 
The following design specifications were developed collaboratively through our group meetings and 
discussions/follow-up homework. Of note is the major problem this process solves – how to manage 
holdings deletion. The holdings deletion problem is one all consortium and libraries have difficulty 
solving. Without dynamic updating of holdings within OCLC, a catalog snapshot must be able to compare 
against an earlier generation to determine which holdings need to be added and deleted. Project X 
design accounts for both adds and deletes and therefore represents a unique solution benefitting 
multiple libraries and consortia.  

The following overview of the design is at a high level for ease of illustration. 

Initial Setup: 
• Create the initial Table MARC from a WorldCat Collection in OCLC Collection Manager.  
• Requires a Data Query from OCLC which will build the initial Generation 0 Holdings table. 
• Building Generation 0 Holdings table from actual OCLC holdings will provide a more accurate 

reflection of our consortial holdings. 

Database Schema 
separate database per Consortium with database connectors defined based on Consortium:  

• Table MARC 
• Table Holdings Date 
• Table Consortium Config 
• Table Stats 

o Run date 
o OCLC code 
o Bib Records in Extract 
o DO NOT SETS 
o Library Request Pulls 

 Bibs 
 Items 

o Total Adds 
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o Total Deletes 
• Table Temp Add (used for duration of MARC generation only) 
• Table Temp Delete (used for duration of MARC generation only) 

 

Monthly Inputs: 
• Full MARC Extract 

Monthly Processing: 
Step 1 Exclusion – configurable for each consortium (e.g. shadowed items, OCLC DO NOT SET, serials) 

• If Table MARC, drop 
• Create Table MARC 

o Verify OCLC# is valid 
 Prefix ocn, ocm, on (001) 
 OR 003 OCoLC  
 OR 035 (OCoLC)123... 

o Write record: OCLC#, TCN, MARC blob (LDR, OCLC, LOCAL), use Consortium Config 
• Create Table Holdings Date  

o Write record for each holding, use Consortium Config 
o OCLC LOCAL LIBCODE 

Step 2 Generate Add  

• SELECT ALL (OCLC, LOCAL, LIBCODE) TABLE_HOLDINGS_DATE WHERE NOT 
TABLE_HOLDINGS_DATE-1 

o Output: table TEMP_ADD with oclc, local, libcode 
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• Generate MARC file: 
o For each oclc in TABLE_TEMP_ADD 
o Write MARC LDR, 001, 035 

 For each LIBCODE 
 Write 999 

• Generate Stats 

Step 3 Generate Delete  

• SELECT ALL (OCLC, LOCAL, LIBCODE) TABLE_HOLDINGS_DATE-1 WHERE NOT 
TABLE_HOLDINGS_DATE 

o Output: table TEMP_DELETE with oclc, local, libcode 
• Generate MARC file: 

o For each oclc in TABLE_TEMP_DELETE 
o Write MARC LDR, 001, 035 

 For each LIBCODE 
 Write 999 

• Generate Stats 

Step 4 FTP to OCLC 

• Check Consortium Config for FTP settings 
• Transfer to OCLC FTP 

o MARC ADD 
o MARC DELETE 

• Email consortium cataloging manager to set collection status 

TABLE_HOLDINGS_DATE – retained (consider quarterly purge to remove oldest generations) 

Outputs: 
• MARC file for Adds 
• MARC file for Deletes 

System Requirements/Needs: 
• Open Source software for future portability and support/sharing 
• Database 
• Web Interface for submission of MARC extract, updating configuration files, and requesting 

reports 
• FTP Archive to write files before sending to OCLC 
• Ability to Email 
• File space ~5G per consortium 
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